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Strike It Rich 

You are knee deep in the American River . Your hands clutch a 
pan . Rocks and sediment are piled inside . You swish , swish , swish 
the metal container back and forth , trying to shave off the top layer 
of soil . It's 1849 . You are a miner during the California Gold Rush . 
You have been panning for gold for 12 hours . Your back aches . 
Your feet feel like ice cubes . But you keep going . You are hopeful 
that today is the day . Today will be the day you strike it rich . 

For many Gold Rush miners , these struggles happened 
daily . The Gold Rush brought big changes — both positive and 
negative — to California . Let's take a look at this golden age in 
California history . 

Eureka ! 
Have you ever looked closely at the California state seal ? At the top is the state's motto , "Eureka . " In Greek , it means , "I have found it . " The motto refers to the discovery of gold in the state . 

sediment
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Gold Rush Slang 
It's time to brush up on Gold Rush vocabulary ! "Gold washers" (miners ) worked "claims" (mines ) when they were on the hunt for "the yellow heap" (gold ) . 

Miners search for gold in 
rivers during the Gold Rush . 
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Oh My , Gold ! 

About 750 , 000 pounds (340 , 000 kilograms ) 
of gold were mined during the Gold Rush . 
Most of the gold was found in flakes 
and small nuggets . The largest 
gold nugget ever found weighed 
195 pounds (88 kilograms ) ! 
It was found in 1854 in 
Carson Hill , California . 

first piece of gold found 
at Sutter's Mill 

Sutter's Mill 

On January 24 , 1848 , James Marshall was building a water-
powered sawmill . The mill stood about 50 miles (80 kilometers ) east of present- 

day Sacramento , California . Marshall had no idea he was going to play 
a pivotal role in history . 

As he looked at the American River , a twinkle in the water caught 
his eye . It was a golden flake that glittered with promise . "It made my 
heart thump , for I was certain it was gold , " Marshall said years later . 

pivotal
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He showed the flake to his crew . Then , he took his discovery to 
John Sutter , his boss . Sutter didn't want word to get out about the gold . 
He knew that people would flood his land in search of more gold . It 
would be a disaster . The two men pledged to keep the gold a secret . 
But the news didn't stay quiet for long . 

Sutter's Mill , 1848 

Sutter's Colony 
John Sutter was from Switzerland . By 1839 , he was facing grim money problems . He decided to leave his home for California . Once there , he was given a large plot of land . He started a colony named Nueva Helvetia (NWAY?
vuh 

hel?VEE?
shuh 

) , which meant "New Switzerland . " He chose the name to honor his home country . 
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